Wrennas!
On Wednesday the 8th of March the athletics team went to a competition at
Holly Hall. When we arrived we got out our winning coach and joined the other
teams. After that we went to the toilet
before the events started, when we went back we practiced what we were doing. The first event was the 1 lap Chloe and Courtney had to do this one, they
came 4th but it was really close. When they were doing this there lots of other
events happening.
Next the boys for the 1 lap race, which were Kalon and Carter, went up for
their race. Luckily they came 2nd but it was a very close to a draw between us
and Bramford School. While they were doing this, Morgan was doing the chest
push and came 1st Well done! Maja was doing the vertical jump she came 2nd
Fantastic!! After this was the six lap race, Morgan and Danica were doing this
and we came 1st Well done girls. Whilst they were doing this Eljay was doing
the vertical jump he was fantastic as we came 1st. The next race was the 2 lap
race ,Kelsey and Summer were doing this race, thanks to them we came 2nd.
The next boy race was the 6 lap race Eljay and Lucas were doing this. They
were really fast luckily they came 1st.
Afterwards, it was the 2 lap race for the boys. Jaden and Leo were doing this
race we came 2nd well done too the boys. Whilst they were running Kelsey was
doing the chest push she did quite well, Morgan on the other hand was doing
long jump she got 1 meter 96 that made her 1st. The next event was the relay
for the girls Morgan, Courtney , Chloe and Ella were doing this one they
messed up a little but it was still good and we came 2nd. While they were doing
this Eljay was doing the chest push he was quite good at this he came 1st. The
next event was the boys relay Lucas, Eljay, Leo and Jaden they came 3rd. The
next event was the javelin Leo
was doing this one he came 1st because his throw was awesome and
the other event was Speed
bounce. Maja and Carter was doing
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